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Since the Romantics and Aesthetics of the mid 19th Century one of the 
defining features of Western ‘Art’ is that it should not have or aspire to 
real-world ‘utility. 
Specifically in the context of this paper, that ‘art’ should not carry a fixed, 
accessible, social, moral or political ‘message’. Complexity, ambivalence 
and abstruseness are highly valued as positive aesthetic values and on 
the contrary to be ‘didactic’ is the worst crime any work aspiring to be ‘Art’ 
can commit. 
I attended the Social, Political & Community Agendas In The Arts, Talking 
Circle this morning and within 5 minutes a debate arose about the ‘utility’ 
of art. At least half those in the room accepted as a given that to ascribe 
‘utility’ to ‘art’ is undesirable if not downright offensive. 
Even those who worked with prisoners and community groups or even 
working with arts students to develop their business/entrepreneurial 
skills. 

Context 



In the UK fictional narrative (film, theatre, TV and the novel) are 
almost entirely morally, socially and politically impotent. 

This wasn’t always so. Historically, fictional narrative has often been 
central to the public discourse; Dickens, Oscar Wilde, Bernard Shaw, 
Lawrence, Cathy Come Home, Naked Civil Servant, The Roman’s In 
Britain, Saved – Hair! 

Today fictional narrative has become either ‘literary’ or ‘artistic, 
appealing to only a small educated elite, or popular genre 
entertainment appealing to a mass audience. 

In both cases the idea that narrative is structurally and instrumentally 
didactic in form is denied or ignored. 

Context 



Context 
Art is about beauty not utility and art that has transparent moral, 
social or political meaning is bad art – by definition. So literary fiction 
should not even attempt to come to moral conclusions. 

Or 

Popular stories are simply entertainment (a diversion from real-life) 
and it is distasteful, paternalistic and manipulative to attempt to use 
them to convey ideas. 



In the case of the popular entertainment industry this ‘banalisation’ of 
fiction is necessary to undermine the cultural importance of stories so 
that they can be globally commodified. 

In the case of the arts world and the international ‘Literati’ it is an 
unfortunate by-product of defining ‘art’ as being without utility i.e. as 
defining art as being useless, as being of no use. This Aestheticist 
notion of ‘art’ claims to be glorifying art by suggesting it transcends the 
material world; in reality it reduces ‘art’ to a useless but luxurious 
commodity for a rich and educated elite. 

Context 



My argument (polemic?) is that both approaches have diminished 
the relevance and purpose of fictional narrative in contemporary 
society. 

And I argue that in both cases the creators of fictional narrative are 
failing to recognise the way audiences actually interpret and 
consume narrative and the significant role fictional narrative plays in 
defining the normative codes of behaviour (morals) in any human 
society. 

My Argument 



A Summary Of The Argument 

Narrative is logically and structurally didactic. 

[Note: I am distinguishing between Didactic i.e. related to moral education/teaching and Polemical i.e. 
related to oppositional argument.]  

Narrative is inevitably this way because of the nature of human 
cognition. 

Human beings could not think or feel without narrative analogous 
inference. 

In the case of fictional narrative the human disposition for analogous 
inference leads to a widely shared moral meaning as the inevitable 
consequence of narrative coherence. 



Why it matters? 
Stories do not exist in a rarefied artistic domain self-consciously 
divorced from the real-world. Nor do they exist in a vacuous empty 
arena of meaningless spectacle. 

Audiences read meaning into even the most banal narrative: 

Example: The role of the ‘hero’ in American cinema. 
Example: The role of soap opera in rates of divorce. 

Note: Some novels, plays and films are not narrative in form and thus 
have no clear moral meaning but that is either because lack of 
coherence is the point (i.e. the Theatre Of The Absurd) or because they 
are deliberately eschewing the narrative form. 



The Narrative Structure 
Of Human Cognition 

Human beings have to constantly create ‘meaning’ from all our sense 
data.  

We all have to perpetually organise the sense data we receive in order 
to situate ourselves historically, geographically, socially and morally and 
thus make decisions about what to do next. 

In the pre-historic forests that the first humans inhabited the sound of a 
snapping twig could signify either a deer to be hunted or a big cat that 
was itself hunting.  

Establishing which it was, i.e. establishing the analogous “meaning’ of 
the sound, was a matter of survival for the Human Being. 

They would use a primitive form of narrative, i.e. they would put events 
together in a causally connected sequence that conveyed meaning - if 
the next sound I hear is a growl, it must be a lion and I better run. 



The Social Structure 
Of Human Cognition 

As social animals some of the most important ‘meanings’ we have to 
constantly define, and redefine, are: how do I reconcile my individual 
needs and wants with those of others; what, if any, are the legitimate 
rules of social life; how should I behave; how should they behave; do I 
owe any obligation to them? 

Successful social living depends on being able to, more or less, 
accurately predict the behaviour of others in given circumstances.  In 
other words social living requires normative social codes of behaviour. 

But the exact nature of specific codes, (which anthropology shows us 
are largely culturally relative), are in our own hands – we can and do 
think about it; then we can and do talk about it; then we can, and almost 
always do, disagree about it. 



Empathy And Human Cognition 

Predicting the behaviour of others is achieved by two mechanisms: 

• Empathy 
• Normative Codes Of Behaviour 

And our experienced, existential social lives are a constant attempt to 
reconcile our own self-centred needs and wants with the normative 
codes of behaviour of the society we live in and our capacity for 
empathy. 

Empathy is the concept that pulls the moral and aesthetic ideas in this 
paper together. Empathy is the underlying force that drives most of what 
we think of as moral thought. And empathy (leading to identification) is 
the concept that underpins audience engagement with narrative fiction. 



Neuroscientist’s recent discovery of ‘mirror neurons’,(Rizzolatti & 
Craighero 2004) often dubbed the “empathy neuron” or more 
cynically the “Dalai Lama Neuron”, seems to confirm that we are 
hard-wired to feel empathy.  

The suggestion here is that when we see another person act we 
feel what we would feel if we acted the same way; that we are not 
imagining or interpreting how the other person feels; we are actually 
feeling what we would feel in the same circumstances.  

This is of great importance in explaining and understanding the 
emotional affect of dramatic narrative and how & why we can cry or 
feel fear when reading a story or watching a play or film.(Waal 2010) 

A great deal of human cognition is non-rational. 

Empathy And Human Cognition 



The Didactic Logic  
Of Narrative Structure 

A story is not a series of arbitrary events. Well, more correctly a 
coherent story is not simply a series of arbitrary events. The events in a 
story must be causally connected to each other - If A then B, if B then C 
and so on. 

Connected by: 

The World Of The Story: 
The specific physical and emotional rules for the world in which the story 
takes place. For a story to be plausible these rules must be consistent 
and cannot be arbitrary. 

Narrative Perspective: 
The person from whose point of view the story is told. Is it told in the 
third person, from the POV of a single protagonist or including the 
perspectives of multiple protagonists? 



Protagonal Volition: 
A protagonist has to be able to take action for a story to progress. 
   
Necessity & Probability: 
For a story to be coherent the decisions that characters make and the 
events that happen to them have to be consistent with the principles of 
necessity and probability – within the world of the story and consistent 
with the audiences shared perception of the logic of causality and 
human psychology. i.e. to escape the Imperial army by putting a space 
ship into warp drive is consistent with the world of Star Wars but not with 
Tolstoy’s War & Peace. 

The Didactic Logic  
Of Narrative Structure 



The Arc Of Mounting Jeopardy: 
In most stories the causal sequence of events puts the protagonist in 
more and more danger and forces them to risk more and more to 
resolve the situation. In screenwriting theory this is often known as 
the Arc Of Mounting Jeopardy. 

Structural Connection (beginning ð middle ð end). 
To be a ‘story,’ rather than an anecdote or a series of random events, 
a fiction has to have a causal link between the beginning and the 
end. i.e. the end happened because the beginning happened. 
In almost all stories non-human characters act as if they were human 
beings; they display psychological characteristics consistent with 
human beings. 

The Didactic Logic  
Of Narrative Structure 



The Active Audience 

Audiences are not simply passive, mindless recipients of the fictional they 
are emotionally and intellectually active participants in the process of 
interacting with a fictional narrative. 
Audiences Willing Suspension Of Disbelief: 
When reading a novel or watching a performed drama the audience takes 
the positive psychological act of ‘suspending their disbelief’ (Walton 1978). 
Audiences know they are in a cinema, or theatre or reading a book but 
they allow themselves to temporarily forget that and become drawn into 
the world of the story. Lack of narrative coherence or plausibility breaks the 
audiences suspension of disbelief and makes them aware they are 
watching a story.  
Audience Empathetic Identification: 
Audiences look for characters with whom they can identify. Once they 
identify with characters the natural physiological responses of empathy 
start to operate (see empathy above). 



Authorial Intent: 
Just as audiences know a play is not ‘real,’ they also subliminally know 
that someone wrote it, that they are being told about these events for a 
reason - they assume there is a point to it all. 

Authorial Skill: 
The linguistic, theatrical and emotional skills of the author can clearly 
affect the audience’s ability to suspend disbelief and identify with the 
characters. 

[Note: Brecht purposefully undermined and manipulated these effects to 
create ‘Alienation’, as a device to force his audiences to ‘think’ about the 
events of the story, rather than remain empathetically engrossed in the 
story.] 

Example: Eastenders & Baby Swap controversy. 

The Active Audience 



Narrative Structure And The Active Audience 

When reading, hearing or watching a story an audience is not 
engaged in the same activity as when watching people pass by on a 
busy street.  

They are aware that an author has invented the characters and 
events of the story and that they, the audience, has chosen to read, 
listen to or watch the story.  

They are aware (even if only subliminally) that the story was imagined 
and written by an author, who in turn has chosen to present the story 
to the audience; i.e. that the author intended both the contents of the 
story and that those contents be presented to an audience.  

This dual intentionality of both audience and author establishes the 
nature of the story as a publicly presented analogy.  



Narrative Structure And The Active Audience 
And analogous inference is a form of thinking, i.e. an inference from one 
particular, (the events happening to the protagonist) to another particular 
(the life of the audience member) and thus the narrative becomes a kind 
of inductive reasoning taking the form, X is to Y as P is to Q. 

Douglas Hofstadter, the College of Arts and Sciences Distinguished 
Professor of Cognitive Science at Indiana University in Bloomington, has 
gone so far as to argue that this kind of analogy is "the core of 
cognition". (Gentner et al. 201AD) i.e. that  

without narrative inference from analogy  
human beings literally couldn’t think.  



Moral Meaning And Dissenting Voices 

Moral meaning does not imply moral prescription or moral guidance. 

Example: Waiting For Godot 

Within and between communities there is, and always has been, a 
constant process of assessment and reassessment of the cultural and 
moral values we choose to live by.  

Dissent from majority ‘shared meanings’ and ‘moral consensus’ is 
crucial to the success of the process of cultural dialogue.  

Dissenting individuals can often predict outcomes that cannot be 
understood by the majority. Surely, these dissident individuals have a 
duty to convey this information to the community, even if their ideas 
conflict with the current moral consensus.  



Conclusion: 
Narrative And Cultural Transmission 

Stories are one of the principle cultural mechanisms by which human 
beings exchange and transmit moral, social and political ideas. 

This dialogical process of cultural transmission is crucial to social living. 

Stories take the form they do because the analogous nature of human 
cognition has inevitably given rise to narrative structures from which 
audiences infer broadly shared moral meanings - whether creators like 
it or not; audiences are hard-wired to do so. 

If literary writers and producers of popular entertainment were to 
acknowledge this naturalistic account of the social function of fictional 
narrative perhaps stories could regain some of the moral, social and 
political potency they had in previous eras. 



The End 

A PDF of this PowerPoint Presentation can be 
downloaded from: 

www.iamnotanumber.org 


